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OUT WITH THE OLD... DONATE!
Bring clothing/toys for Medina Children’s Home to 6616 Walnut Street, and drop off book donations at the Frisco Public Library!

RECYCLE cardboard boxes at 6616 Walnut Street. Drop-off is available Mon-Fri 8 a.m.-4 p.m.

SCHEDULE A BULK PICKUP for up to five large individual trash items each month. Call us at 972-292-5900 to schedule.

DISPOSE OF HHW AND E-WASTE safely at 6616 Walnut Street. Drop-off is available Wed 2 p.m.-5 p.m. & Sat 8 a.m.-1 p.m. Residents must show their driver’s license and a current Frisco water bill. $40 Freon removal charge applies for refrigerators.

BATTERIES & PLASTIC BAGS may be dropped off in designated containers at 6616 Walnut Street, Mon-Fri 8 a.m.- 4 p.m. Frisco ISD students may also drop off batteries and plastic bags at their school!

EXTRA BAGGED TRASH and misc trash items may be taken to the Custer Transfer Station (9901 Custer Rd in Plano). Must show matching driver’s license and current Frisco water bill. Plastic storage containers are NOT recyclable.

Resolve to live CLEANER and GREENER in 2020. The Environmental Services Team is here to help!
Event is for Frisco residents only. Driver’s license and Frisco water bill with matching address are REQUIRED to drop off all items. Event entry will be from southbound 1st Street only. All other entrances will be CLOSED. Please consult map online at www.FriscoTexas.gov/ChunkYourJunk. Residents must be in line by 11:30am to receive service. Large crowds are expected, so please come early. Next time, skip the line! You can bring many items every week (see below). For safety reasons, no walk-up drop-offs are permitted.

A free paper shredding service will be provided.

NO liquid prescriptions except for cough medicine containing Codeine. A Frisco police officer will be on site to supervise disposal.

Remove all pills from bottles ahead of time, and place them in a single bag.

Residents may bring the following items for safe disposal, recycling or donation.

- 1. Plastic bags & bagged Styrofoam
- 2. Bundled cardboard
- 3. Prescription medications
- 4. Paper shredding
- 5. Yard waste / untreated wood
- 6. Metal / appliances
- 7. All items for trash
- 8. Refrigerators
- 9. HHW / Electronics
- 10. Donations for Medina Children’s Home
- 11. Bundled cardboard
- 12. Metal / appliances
- 13. Plastic bags & bagged Styrofoam
- 14. Refrigerators
- 15. Tons of paint remanufactured
- 16. Tons of HHW products REUSED via The Reuse Center and the Smarter Sorting program
- 17. 22 Tons of cooking and motor oil recycled
- 18. 200 Tons of metal recycled
- 19. 72 Tons of electronics recycled

** IMPORTANT INFORMATION **

- Remove all pills from bottles ahead of time, and place them in a single bag.
- All items need a driver’s license and Frisco water bill with matching address. Note: This same service is provided on the 2nd Saturday of every month for a small charge, with no waiting in line.
- A free paper shredding service will be provided. There is a FOUR BOX LIMIT per vehicle (max box size 12”W x15.5”L x10.5”H). No commercial accounts/quantities accepted. Note: This same service is provided on the 2nd Saturday of every month for a small charge, with no waiting in line. A free paper shredding service will be provided.
- Driver’s license and Frisco water bill w/matching address are required to dispose of all items, including HHW, e-waste and refrigerators/Freon. Disposal charges are billed to Frisco utility account for appliances with Freon ($40). Limit two (2) TVs and no more than 50 total pounds of paint/HHW.
- Event is for Frisco residents only, Driver’s license and Frisco water bill with matching address are REQUIRED to drop off all items. Event entry will be from southbound 1st Street only. All other entrances will be CLOSED. Please consult map online at www.FriscoTexas.gov/ChunkYourJunk. Residents must be in line by 11:30am to receive service. Large crowds are expected, so please come early. Next time, skip the line! You can bring many items every week (see below). For safety reasons, no walk-up drop-offs are permitted. A free paper shredding service will be provided.
- NO liquid prescriptions except for cough medicine containing Codeine. A Frisco police officer will be on site to supervise disposal.
- Remove all pills from bottles ahead of time, and place them in a single bag.
- Residents may bring the following items for safe disposal, recycling or donation.
- 1. Plastic bags & bagged Styrofoam
- 2. Bundled cardboard
- 3. Prescription medications
- 4. Paper shredding
- 5. Yard waste / untreated wood
- 6. Metal / appliances
- 7. All items for trash
- 8. Refrigerators
- 9. HHW / Electronics
- 10. Donations for Medina Children’s Home
- 11. Bundled cardboard
- 12. Metal / appliances
- 13. Plastic bags & bagged Styrofoam
- 14. Refrigerators
- 15. Tons of paint remanufactured
- 16. Tons of HHW products REUSED via The Reuse Center and the Smarter Sorting program
- 17. 22 Tons of cooking and motor oil recycled
- 18. 200 Tons of metal recycled
- 19. 72 Tons of electronics recycled
Harvest the Rain!

Waterwise workshops
FriscoWaterWise.gov/Workshops
For more information, visit
City Hall - Council Chambers
Saturday, March 7
9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
Native & Adapted Plants
City Hall - McCallum Room
Friday, February 21
Noon - 1:00 p.m.
Tree Pruning
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Watering Line 972.292.5801
2019 Weather Station Data
No watering was necessary for 36 weeks,
Twice-per-week watering was recommended for 2 weeks,
Once-per-week watering was recommended for 14 weeks,
No watering was necessary for 36 weeks.

Connect 972.292.5800 or use the myFrisco app.
With one of Frisco’s own Licensed Irrigators, schedule your free sprinkler system check-up.
For more information, visit FriscoTexas.gov/Workshops

Frisco has one-day-a-week watering on your recycling/trash day unless the weather station recommends an additional day.
Keep your sprinkler system turned off when there is no watering advice.

Not sure how much to water your lawn?
Sign up for Frisco’s weekly e-newsletters with lawn watering advice based on data from the City’s weather station.
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Twice-per-week watering was recommended for just 2 weeks.
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